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Permanent or Portable?

As you begin planning, you may want to think in terms of permanence, is our suggestion. Do
you want a fire pit that is built in — a focal point in the yard — or something that’s
lightweight and potentially portable, so you can take it where you want your gathering?

For a built-in design, you generally want to match materials that are in the garden or house,
You can do a DIY jobDIY job and assemble materials yourself; go with a premade kit from a
hardware store that comes with everything you need; or go fully custom, with a landscape
professional or contractor design and build.

Portable fire pits offer a lot of different options. There are fire bowls that come in a variety
of materials — copper or stainless steel bowls are usually lighter, but heavier cast iron bowls
also do a nice job of radiating heat. Fire tables are similar to bowls but are often made at
coffee table height. There are also chimney-style options (freestanding pieces with a
chimney-style vent) that come in a range of materials.

Regardless of which style you choose, you need to make sure that you’re using proper stones
and materials (something that shouldn’t splinter when the fire heats up. Make it
proportional to the size of your yard, and be sure you have room for seating and circulation.

Wood or Gas?

While there are alternate fuel types like gel fuels, wood or gas seem to be the most common
choices. Those who favour a true outdoor smell usually prefer burning real logs, if so we
recommend a screen. It also requires a steady supply of firewood.

Some fire pits use gas or propane for an instant fire — maybe even powered with a remote
switch — though it’s not as hot as a wood fire and you don’t get the same crackle and smoke,
But some dual-fuel fire bowls and tables let you do both; and you can design a built-in fire pit
to do the same if you have the inclination and the budget.

What to Set It On?

It’s best to set a portable fire pit atop a natural surface such as concrete, stone, gravel, brick
or slate or on a fire-resistant composite. Putting it on a wood deck can be dangerous if
embers fly. A permanent fire pit is typically built on a base of gravel somewhere in the
backyard.

Where is the Right Location for Your Fire Pit? What Safety Tips Should I Keep in Mind?

A fire of any kind — no matter the size — demands serious attention please adhere to the
following fire pit safety advice:

 Check wind direction before you light a fire.
 Don’t use flammable fluids (gasoline, lighter fluid, etc.) to light or relight fires.
 Don’t wear flammable clothing (like nylon) or any loose-fitting clothing.
 Avoid using soft woods like pine or cedar, because they can “pop” and throw sparks.
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 Make sure to keep children and pets at least 3 feet away from the fire.

It’s also important that you know how to safely dispose of the ashessafely dispose of the ashes when you’re done with
the fire for the night.

In some parts of the country — areas prone to wildfires, for instance — disclosing your firedisclosing your fire
pitpit may be a requirement of your homeowners insurance policy. It may also be a good idea
to check in with an insurance agentcheck in with an insurance agent to understand any potential impact a fire pit may have on
your coverage.

Council rules and standards on fireplaces and fire pits

The building codes vary depending on where you’re building or placing the structure and
whether you’re opting for an indoor or outdoor fireplace.

Basically, the council’s concerns revolve around the following:

☑ If the smoke from your outdoor fireplace or fire pit can disturb and harm your neighbours.

☑ The distance between your fireplace or fire pit and the nearest vegetation, residential, or
commercial structure.

☑ The fuel needed to light up your fireplace or fire pit

It is important to know and abides the local building codes. That is the best and fastest way
to get council approval, if needed. Most portable fire pits do not need council approvals.

Fire pits, are bowls that contain the fire. It’s great for toasting marshmallows or simply
huddling around the fire having a few drinks and eats. It can be sunken or free-standing.

Whichever you choose, we recommend that you include a cosy seating near or around the
fire.

How to Create the Right Ambiance?

To enhance your enjoyment, consider installing outdoor lighting near the pit. Make it subtle
to avoid destroying the camp-fire mood. Energy-efficient LEDs can be plugged into a nearby
outlet without making it necessary for you to hire an electrician, You may also want
to consider seating: Maybe metal chairs in a classic Adirondack style, or a low stone wall
that’s at least 18 inches high, 12 inches wide, and 2 feet from the pit for safety.

Think about the location of permanent fireplaces and fire pits thoroughly. You don’t want to
regret this decision in the future. Changing it will be costly.
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First, identify whether you want a free-standing or an attached structure within your
outdoor living area.

Then, decide on how you want to do your seating. The go-to method is to station a couch or
a bunch of chairs near the heat source. It’s flexible, you can change the layout every season
or for a specific occasion. You can also design a built-in seating. Some designers extend the

hearth of the fireplace to create a ledge that you can sit on. Some build seats around the fire
pit just so you can feel the heat. If you’re planning to have built-in seating in the fireplace,

make sure that it will work when the fireplace is not in use.

What Safety Tips Should I Keep in Mind?What Safety Tips Should I Keep in Mind?

A fire of any kind — no matter the size — demands serious attention please adhere to the
following fire pit safety advice:

 Check wind direction before you light a fire.
 Don’t use flammable fluids (gasoline, lighter fluid, etc.) to light or relight fires.
 Don’t wear flammable clothing (like nylon) or any loose-fitting clothing.
 Avoid using soft woods like pine or cedar, because they can “pop” and throw sparks.
 Make sure to keep children and pets at least 3 feet away from the fire.
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It’s also important that you know how to safely dispose of the ashessafely dispose of the ashes when you’re done with
the fire for the night.

In some parts of the country — areas prone to wildfires, for instance — disclosing your firedisclosing your fire
pitpit may be a requirement of your homeowners insurance policy. It may also be a good idea
to check in with an insurance agentcheck in with an insurance agent to understand any potential impact a fire pit may have on
your coverage.

Permanent or Portable?

As you begin planning, you may want to think in terms of permanence, is our suggestion. Do
you want a fire pit that is built in — a focal point in the yard — or something that’s
lightweight and potentially portable, so you can take it where you want your gathering?

For a built-in design, you generally want to match materials that are in the garden or house,
You can do a DIY jobDIY job and assemble materials yourself; go with a premade kit from a
hardware store that comes with everything you need; or go fully custom, with a landscape
professional or contractor design and build.

Portable fire pits offer a lot of different options. There are fire bowls that come in a variety
of materials — copper or stainless steel bowls are usually lighter, but heavier cast iron bowls
also do a nice job of radiating heat. Fire tables are similar to bowls but are often made at
coffee table height. There are also chimney-style options (freestanding pieces with a
chimney-style vent) that come in a range of materials.

Regardless of which style you choose, you need to make sure that you’re using proper stones
and materials (something that shouldn’t splinter when the fire heats up. Make it
proportional to the size of your yard, and be sure you have room for seating and circulation.

Wood or Gas?

While there are alternate fuel types like gel fuels, wood or gas seem to be the most common
choices. Those who favour a true outdoor smell usually prefer burning real logs, if so we
recommend a screen. It also requires a steady supply of firewood.

Some fire pits use gas or propane for an instant fire — maybe even powered with a remote
switch — though it’s not as hot as a wood fire and you don’t get the same crackle and smoke,
But some dual-fuel fire bowls and tables let you do both; and you can design a built-in fire pit
to do the same if you have the inclination and the budget.
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What to Set It On?

It’s best to set a portable fire pit atop a natural surface such as concrete, stone, gravel, brick
or slate or on a fire-resistant composite. Putting it on a wood deck can be dangerous if
embers fly. A permanent fire pit is typically built on a base of gravel somewhere in the
backyard.

Where is the Right Location for Your Fire Pit? What Safety Tips Should I Keep in Mind?

A fire of any kind — no matter the size — demands serious attention please adhere to the
following fire pit safety advice:

 Check wind direction before you light a fire.
 Don’t use flammable fluids (gasoline, lighter fluid, etc.) to light or relight fires.
 Don’t wear flammable clothing (like nylon) or any loose-fitting clothing.
 Avoid using soft woods like pine or cedar, because they can “pop” and throw sparks.
 Make sure to keep children and pets at least 3 feet away from the fire.

It’s also important that you know how to safely dispose of the ashessafely dispose of the ashes when you’re done with
the fire for the night.

In some parts of the country — areas prone to wildfires, for instance — disclosing your firedisclosing your fire
pitpit may be a requirement of your homeowners insurance policy. It may also be a good idea
to check in with an insurance agentcheck in with an insurance agent to understand any potential impact a fire pit may have on
your coverage.

Council rules and standards on fireplaces and fire pits

The building codes vary depending on where you’re building or placing the structure and
whether you’re opting for an indoor or outdoor fireplace.

Basically, the council’s concerns revolve around the following:

☑ If the smoke from your outdoor fireplace or fire pit can disturb and harm your neighbours.

☑ The distance between your fireplace or fire pit and the nearest vegetation, residential, or
commercial structure.

☑ The fuel needed to light up your fireplace or fire pit

It is important to know and abides the local building codes. That is the best and fastest way
to get council approval, if needed. Most portable fire pits do not need council approvals.
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Fire pits, are bowls that contain the fire. It’s great for toasting marshmallows or simply
huddling around the fire having a few drinks and eats. It can be sunken or free-standing.

Whichever you choose, we recommend that you include a cosy seating near or around the
fire.

How to Create the Right Ambiance?

To enhance your enjoyment, consider installing outdoor lighting near the pit. Make it subtle
to avoid destroying the camp-fire mood. Energy-efficient LEDs can be plugged into a nearby
outlet without making it necessary for you to hire an electrician, You may also want
to consider seating: Maybe metal chairs in a classic Adirondack style, or a low stone wall
that’s at least 18 inches high, 12 inches wide, and 2 feet from the pit for safety.

Think about the location of permanent fireplaces and fire pits thoroughly. You don’t want to
regret this decision in the future. Changing it will be costly.

First, identify whether you want a free-standing or an attached structure within your
outdoor living area. Check our Adirondack chairs hereAdirondack chairs here
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